Daily Incident/Fire Log


September 24, 2018 – Report #18-0553 – 11:00 a.m. FOUND PROPERTY – SOCIAL SCIENCE BUILDING. A found set of car keys were turned in to UMSL PD, later retrieved by the owner. Disposition: Report taken.


September 24, 2018 – Report #18-0556 – 6:30 p.m. FOUND PROPERTY – LOT NN. A found backpack and laptop were turned in to UMSL PD, held for safe-keeping. Disposition: Report taken.

September 24, 2018 – Report #18-0557 – 6:30 p.m. FOUND PROPERTY- LOT NN. A found bong was turned in to UMSL PD, held for safe-keeping. Disposition: Report taken.